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Dampus buildings still house 
carcinogen; lack of funding blamed 
By LISA JENNINGS 
Three years after asbestos was discovered in 
14 campus buildings, the hazardous substance 
remains in 11 of them, including seven dor- 
mitory lounges. 
Lack of funds has slowed repairs since JMU 
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars remov- 
ing asbestos in summer 1981 and the following 
winter. 
James Auckland, plant engineer, said JMU 
hopes to continue work this summer, depen- 
ding on funds available. 
Asbestos, which has been linked to lung 
cancer, is present in ceilings in these buildings: 
+■ The dating centers, trash rooms, equip- 
ment rooms of Garber, Weaver, Frederikson, 
Huffman, Chappelear, and Hanson halls; 
► The lounge of Eagle Hall; 
► The second floor lounge in Jackson Hall; 
»* Two equipment rooms in Godwin Hall; 
the ground floor lounge in Gibbons Dining 
Hall; and some steel beams above the ceiling in 
the campus center. 
+■ Repairs already have been made in Duke 
Fine Arts Center, Harrison Hall, and Shorts 
Hall. Partial repairs have been made in God- 
win, Garber, and Gibbons halls. 
"We want to go through it methodically and 
make sure all the areas are cleaned up as the 
money becomes available," Auckland said, 
"There is no immediate danger of any kind 
because it's up in the ceiling." 
Asbestos is dangerous only when it is air- 
borne and breathable. If the material is 
powdery or crumbly to the touch, then it is 
considered hazardous, an Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency official said. 
Pauline Levin, who advises the EPA on 
asbestos, said, "Any small amount over a long 
period could be dangerous." 
Asbestos has been directly linked to 
mesothelioma,  a type of lung cancer, and 
See ASBESTOS, page 2 
ABC official calls 
party donations OK 
By LISA JENNINGS 
Accepting donations to fund Greek parties is 
legal,   a   Virginia  Alcoholic   Beverage  Control 
spokesman said Wednesday night. 
^■■rTil 
LQt it SnOW — What's white and falls from the sky? Toilet paper, of course, If 
you're st a Dukss game. Last night they sank baskets and the U.S. Naval Academy, 7343. 
(Photo by Greg Fletcher) 
JMU recently prohibited the sale of Greek party 
tickets to comply with ABC laws. Some Greek 
groups had planned to accept donations but were 
unsure if that was permitted. 
But Tom Weedon, ABC director of informa- 
tion, said the practice is legal. 
"I don't believe we have any problems as long as 
it's in a controlled environment. What I mean by 
controlled environment is that it's not open to the 
general public," Weedon said. 
. "A donation is one thing and an admission 
charge is another," he said. 
Weedon said accepting a donation would not be 
like setting a specific admission charge that 
everyone would have to pay, like movie tickets. 
He was not familiar with the JMU policy 
changes and had not talked to ABC inspector Bud- 
dy Decker, who has met several times with Dr. 
Lacy Daniel, dean of students. 
Daniel said JMU has maintained that accepting 
donations is legal. "That's why we've been 
operating the way we have." 
Earlier this month, Daniel told The Breeze, 
"The most recent interpretation (of ABC law) is 
that taking or receiving money for tickets or invita- 
tions is illegal. . . . (The ABC) might dispute the 
specifics as far as where to draw the line." 
Mike Clark, president of the Interfraternity 
Council, said, "We were using the school's inter- 
pretation of the rules all along. . . . The school 
See ABC, page 2 
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Asbestos 
(Continued from page 1) 
asbestosis, a respiratory 
disease. Both can be fatal. 
Auckland noted that maintenance 
personnel face greater risk than 
students because many of the rooms 
with asbestos are not frequented by 
students. 
JMU found asbestos in its 
buildings in 1979 after the College of 
William and Mary discovered it 
there. Subsequent state and federal 
investigations found asbestos in 300 
state buildings, including those at 
JMU. 
The inspections rated how 
dangerous areas with asbestos were. 
A rating of 153 is the highest and 
most hazardous. The highest level 
found here was 72 in Duke Fine Arts 
Center. 
The state began removing the 
asbestos in the most hazardous 
buildings first. The.asbestos areas 
left at JMU have a rating greater 
than 20 and less than 72. Auckland 
said he did not know exact ratings. 
No scale exists to determine exact- 
ly at what level asbestos becomes 
hazardous. 
Auckland could not estimate a 
total cost to repair asbestos areas. 
He said the cost for removal is 
about $5 to $15 per square foot, 
depending on the ceiling. The 
removal work above the pool in 
Godwin cost about $200,000 because 
the ceiling is so high. 
In September 1981, estimated 
costs for asbestos repairs in all JMU 
buildings totaled $669,000. At that 
time, $293,000 already had been 
spent. 
An alternative to replacing the 
ceilings is encapsulating the ceilings 
"with a latex material that prevents 
the asbestos from flaking. This is 
estimated to cost around $2 per 
square foot. But encapsulation is not 
always permanent. 
Levin said,"Sometimes encap- 
sulating adds weight and could bring 
the ceiling down." 
Another solution is called 
enclosure, in which ceilings are seal- 
ed off. 
Government regulations now pro- 
hibit the use of asbestos as a building 
material. It was used in the 1960s 
and early 1970s as a fireproofing 
material. 
Auckland said the school con- 
tinues to check building materials 
for asbestos. 
ABC 
(Continued from page 1) 
knew what it was doing." 
Several Greek presidents said the 
possibility that accepting donations 
was illegal had not kept Greeks from 
having donation-funded parties. 
Leslie Kaplan, president of Alpha 
Sigma Tau, said, "I never thought 
about it as keeping people from hav- 
ing parties." 
Sean Alger, president of Sigma Pi, 
said, "I think everything's going to 
go just like it has before. ... It 
doesn't seem like anyone was 
holding back. . . . 
"Since the donations are legal, 
everything's going well. The parties 
that the Greeks hold are the basis of 
social life at JMU." 
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thurs- 
day evenings and is distributed throughout the 
Jsmes Madison University campus 
Mailing address is The Breeze, communica- 
tion arts department. JMU. Harnsonburg. VA 
22807 
For advertising, cell 433-0586 For editorial 
offices, call 4334127 
Comments and complaints may be directed 
to Chris Kouba. editor 
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1  FREE  DIRECT PRINTING ON 
GROUP ORDERS 
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Expires February 28, 1983 
Valley Mall 434-4824 Harrisonburg 
MISTAKES 
Everyone makes mistakes now and then. 
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled 
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's 
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste, 
was overplayed, or was not covered at all. 
Sometimes the newspaper prints a 
correction. 
Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed. 
• If you see something in The Breeze that 
warrants correction, or if you have a 
question about coverage policy, call Chris 
Kouba, editor, at (433)-6127. 
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU, 
Harrisonburg VA 22807. 
The Breeze listens. 
Because nobody's perfect. 
—— 
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Beer Bill 
Subcommittee approves raising drinking age 
RICHMOND (AP) - if Virginia's 
General Assembly follows a recom- 
mendation made by a subcommittee 
Monday, the state's beer-drinking 
age will be raised to 21. 
The bill was approved 17-1 by the 
General Laws Subcommittee Mon- 
day. Its supporters say there will be 
fewer alcohol-related traffic ac- 
cidents if it passes. They also say. 
beer will be passed on to underage 
high school students less frequently 
if the recommendation passes. 
(Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students 
of JMU, has said if the bill passes, it 
would "remove most of the open use 
of alcohol on the James Madison 
University campus." 
(It'd eliminate any kind of open 
party system in rec rooms or suites. 
It'd eliminate alcohol at the college 
farm. Students would have to go 
somewhere else off campus where 
the law would be less strictly enforc- 
ed," Daniel said. 
(He said JMU "would have to do 
our best to enforce the law . . .) 
When Gov. Charles Robb gave his 
support to the measure, he said he 
did so reluctantly, because so many 
teen-agers can drink responsibly. 
Several committee members felt 
the same way. 
Their feelings were echoed by 
other delegates who are not on the 
committee, but who will be voting 
the measure on the floor of the 
House. 
"I am not convinced that raising 
the drinking age will lower the 
number of fatalities," said" Del. 
A.R. Pete Giesen Jr., 
R-Waynesboro. "It will lead them 
to different and more substantial use 
of other types of drink, of other 
types of drugs." 
(The bill would) 'remove most of the 
open use of alcohol on the James 
Madison University campus.9 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
LACY DANIEL 
SGA gives funds for show 
The Student Government Association Senate voted Tuesday to 
help fund the Catholic Campus Ministry's production of 
"Godspell." 
The SGA allotted a total of $400 to the CCM. The funding is 
made up of a $250 grant and a $150 loan. 
The $250 grant is for five $50 royalty charges the CCM must pay 
for the show. The CCM took money out of the other parts of its 
budget to pay the royalties in December. But the payment was more 
than the CCM budget could handle, SGA Treasurer Cathy Schulte 
said. 
The CCM will try to sell 100 tickets for each of the five shows for 
$2 per ticket. 
CCM member Barry Mulligan said the loan would "probably be 
paid back the Monday after (the show's) closing." 
Dave Schulte, chairman of the internal affairs committee, began 
taking volunteers for the SGA Election Committee. Election Com- 
mittee members will be "referees" for Executive Council elections 
in the spring, Schulte said. 
Schulte said the committee will be responsible for establishing 
campaign funding limits and making rulings on conflicts. 
Schulte said he would like to have 11 to 13 members on the com- 
mittee. Currently sue senators Have volunteered, and Schulte is 
waiting for possible responses from students-at-large. 
— John Castaldi 
"I hope we all realize this isn't go- 
ing to be the only solution to the pro- 
blem," said Del. George Allen, 
R-Charlottesville. "But I think it 
will do some good." 
The committee rejected a proposal 
put forward by Giesen and others to 
let youngsters under 21 drink in bars 
if they attend a course on alcohol 
and its effects and pass a test given 
by the Division of Motor Vehicles. 
The members agreed more educa- 
tion was needed in the schools but 
felt that such a program needed 
some time to be developed. 
What the committee's measure 
would do is eliminate the three-part 
system now in force, which sets the 
legal drinking age for drinking bee* 
in bars at 18, for buying beer in a 
store to go at 19 and for drinking or 
buying wine or liquor at 21. 
"We are on the threshold of a 
reordering of our thinking about the 
drinking of beer, that it's no more or 
less potent than wine or liquor," 
said Del. Mary Sue Terry, 
D-Patrick, whose bill became the 
committee's. 
The       legislation       would: 
►Set 21 as the legal age for drink- 
ing beer in bars or for buying it to 
drink elsewhere. ►Phase in the new age so that 
those under 21 who may now drink 
do   not   lose   that   privilege. 
►Make no distinction, as Virginia 
law once did, between "3.2 beer" 
and regular beer, which has just a 
slightly   higher   alcoholic   content. 
►A|)ow those under 21 to sell 
beer in grocery stores and super- 
markets and work at all jobs in 
restaurants serving liquor except 
bartending. 
i * 
sga file 
Executive Council action 
Here Is ■ summary of legislative action 
In Monday's Student Government 
Association's Executive Council 
Meeting. The sponsoring senators' 
names and affiliations appear In paren- 
theses. 
Proposals passed 
Proposal 28 (Ben Qarrett — 
commuter). That the gates to the new 
facilities at Madison Stadium remain 
open during hours the (acuities are open. 
The university already had made this 
change. 
Proposal 30 (Dave Harvey — Qlfford 
Hall). To allot $490 to Phi Beta Lambda 
for a state convention. 
Senate action 
Here Is a summary of the legislative 
action In Tuesday's SGA senate meeting. 
The sponsoring senator's names and af- 
filiations appear In parentheses. 
Proposals passed 
Proposal 33 (Dave Shulte — com- 
muter). That a grant of $250 and a loan of 
$150 be mede to the Catholic Campus 
Ministry for the play Godapell. Proposal 
passed by a vote of 71 In favor, 0 against, 
1 abstention. To Executive Council. 
Proposala made) 
Proposal 34 (Dave Shulte — com- 
muter). That the bookstore extend or ad- 
lust Its hours to better accommodate 
commuter and resident students. Sent to 
Student Services Committee. 
Proposal 36 (Bob George — Bell Hall). 
That a path be made so Bell Hall 
residents can walk safely to classes 
"rather than slide". Sent to Building end 
Grounds Committee. 
Proposal 36 (Sharl Soils — com- 
muter). That a bus be mede available for 
Howard Johnson's and Presidential 
Apartment residents until 2 a.m. Satur- 
days and Sundays. Sent to Building and 
Grounds Committee. 
Proposal 37 (Bob George — Bell Hsll). 
That non-freshmen with at least a 3.25 
grade point everege be permitted to sign 
their own sdd-drop forms. Sent to the 
Curriculum end Instruction Committee. 
Proposals defeated 
Proposal 32 (Leslie Davis — Cleveland 
Hall). Would have allowed Cleveland Hall 
residents to leave lofts aeeembled during 
the summer. Defeeted In the Building 
and Grounds Committee. 
i 
JOHN COUGAR ROCK so GOOD 
Let it rock and let it roll. 
John Cougar. Recorded live 
in concert. Exclusively on 
The Source. "I Need A 
Lover," "ThisTime," "Hurt 
So Good," "Jack & Diane?' 
And more. Tune in. 
Saturday night 
at 10:00 
WJSY 
FM 104 
followed by 
Joe Jackson 
in concert 
Remember Us For That 
Special Formal 
\ftfe Have A Wide Selection 
Of Party Gowns 
A Select Group At Half Price 
Men - Remember Our Tuxedo Corner 
■    &TUXED0 CORNER HARRISONBURO 
Midway  Market 
Thursday - Sunday ■ uaoni ** 
BEER 
Budwelser 12 pak $4.99 
Bud Light 6 pak cans .. .$2.49 
Busch cans $2.26 
Mlchelob(reg.& light) . .$2.89 
[ Old Mill 12 pak 
reg. and light $4.29 
I Old Mill 6 pak bottles ... $1.99 
Stroh's 12 pak $4.49 
!Llte12pak $4.79 
I Molson's or Moosehead $3.29 
Piel's or Schmidt's 
or National Boh $1.79 
Tuborg or Black Label . .$1.89 
Heineken(reg.& dark).. .$3.69 
RETURNABLES (cs. 24) 
National Boh  .$5.99 
Stroh's 16oz $8.99 
Busch $8.89 
Bud $10 
Open Nightly 
Till 12 Midnight 
24 hour film processing 
KEQS 
Old Mill V* keg $15.99 
Bud % keg  $23.99 
Hce Buy 1 -1 Free With VA kegs 
(Limit 1 Per Keg) 
Old Mill Vi keg $25.99 
Busch Vz keg  $28.99 
Miller / Lite Vz keg ... .$30.95 
Ice Buy 1 • 1 Free With 1/» kegs 
(Limit 2 Per Keg) 
Please order kegs 
one day in advance 
If possible 
OTHER 
Coke, Sprite, Tab 
AandW Root Beer 8 16 oz. 
btls :.. $1.99- 
Weyman Brutton scrap 
tobacco buy 1-1 free 
Bob's Peppermint Sticks3 / $1 
Cigarettes reg $5.99 
100's $6.19 
Butter cookies 
1 lb. tins $1.99 
Beer Mugs (13 oz.) 79 
Pretzels 1 lb $1.69 
Chips 1 lb.  $1.89 
Cheesecurls 3 / 4 lb $1.39 
Ice small 69 
large *. 99 
FLY YOURSELF INTO THE FUTURE 
with a starting salary of over $17,000 
. '    you   are    i  col 1 eqe   seni or 
qradu it e,  why not  get   your  exe1*  it i 
ireei      I I   to   a flyi nq   si art   as    in 
Avial   •    in   the U.S.   Air  I on e? 
:
    ■   •■  •■ pmpnl      include   30 d lys 
'1 wi t h  pay, inerti cal   ai n- 
;
 i'   care,   qrartuate   ert n  it 1 on   opp, ..-- 
tuni 1   ■ ■   .    ind    lore.      !+    you   ire 
• ' ■•'    '    ' ' '        I    •   of   ?i)   {/?   dnd  ?/, 
you may hi       lal if ied   f or   thi     iir 
.   1  ;   Program.     (ont act: 
,    Sergeant Ed Workman 
Call Collect 885-4284 
AIM HIGH 
iyyi IB. 
! 
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policefile 
Speakers stolen 
from sorority house 
By SANDY STONE 
One student and his brother were charged 
judicially Saturday with stealing two speakers 
from Alpha Sigma Tau sorority house, police said. 
The speakers, worth about $400, were returned 
Monday morning, said Leslie Kaplan, president of 
Alpha Sigma Tau. 
A judicial charge is made when JMU policy is 
broken, and it is reviewed by campus judicial of- 
ficials. Police do not release the names of students 
charged judicially. 
The speakers were stolen sometime between 1 
a.m. and 5 a.m. Saturday. Two men entered the 
sorority house through a fire door that connects it 
with another sorority house, police said. 
The men had been at a party at another sorority 
in the same building, police said. 
The men entered the recreation room where the 
speakers are kept. Kaplan said the door to the 
recreation room is broken. "The door is broken 
and is off the hinges, so it's very inviting. We nor- 
mally keep the door locked, but we've put in work 
orders to get it fixed, and it still hasn't been 
fixed." 
The speakers were bolted to a cement wall, 
Kaplan said. "The guys must have been really 
strong. They pulled them right off the walls," she 
said. \ 
A police spokesman said, "It was obvious that 
somebody ripped them off the wall." 
Alpha Sigma Tau did not have a party in its 
house Friday night, so only four to six 
strangers were seen there that night, police said. 
"It was just a matter of elimination," a police 
spokesman said. 
The suspects were questioned, and "a student 
eventually admitted he and his younger brother 
had taken the speakers, "the spokesman said. 
The Student Handbook lists one semester's 
suspension as a penalty guideline for thefts of 
items valued at $25 or more. 
Campus police also reported: 
Public drunkenness charged 
Three students were charged with public drunkenness 
last weekend, campus police reported Tuesday. 
Cralg Snyder, 21, of Harrlsonburg, was arrested Satur- 
day about 1:45 a.m. In the Shorts Hall lounge, police 
said. 
David Harris, 21, of Harrlsonburg, was arrested Sun- 
day about 1:49 a.m. on South Main Street near the en- 
trance to campus, police said. 
Robert MacCall, 19, of Virginia Beach, was arrested 
Sunday at 2 a.m. behind Madison Memorial Library. 
Vandalism 
A candy machlns In White Hall was vandalized Satur- 
day about 12:50 a.m., police said. 
Three males broke the display glass of the machine 
and took the candy on display. 
About $40 of damage was done to the machine, police 
said. 
Two residents observed the men, but could not Iden- 
tify them, police said. 
Haraeement 
A buildings and grounds employes was harassed on 
Greek Row Saturday afternoon, police said. 
The employee was attempting to clear Ice and snow 
off sidewalks about 3 p.m. when individuals started 
throwing snowballs at him and his vehicle. They also 
shouted profanities at him, police said. 
U.N. official 
^ocks growth 
And you wanted to have children. 
By the year 2,000, world population 
will be 6.1 billion and Mexico City will 
be the world's largest city with more 
than 31 million people. 
"In the future, every couple must 
think about the number of children they 
want in relation to their capacity to pro- 
vide the essentials," said Dr. Rafael 
Sales, undersecretary general of the 
United Nations. 
This is the warning the United Nations 
Fund for Population Activities wants to 
project, said Salas, who spoke at 
Grafton-Stovall Theater Monday night. 
"Human attitudes will determine the 
limit," Salas said. 
Different countries have different 
population problems related to 
■ economic and social factors. Some are 
not interested in lowering fertility levels, 
but in raising them. "We have to 
perceive the exact composition of a 
county before prescribing a solution," 
Salas said. 
Several countries have even introduc- 
ed population principles into their courts 
and constitutions to combat the pro- 
blem, Salas said. "Taiwan has been the 
most extreme. They have been forced to 
place incentives and disincentives into 
their society."     _ Constance Walker 
\. 
The r*^ —■ Other Place 
proudly presents 
THURS: "CROSSTOWN TRAFFIC" 
Ladies night 
FRI & SAT: "AXLE" Rock 'n Roll 
Try Our Subs & Sandwiches 
434-9233    29 South Liberty St.        One Block From Court Square 
Ttll SOMEONE 
"YOU'RE SPECIAL" 
WITH A 
BALLOON BOUQULT 
of   htJjjJ4*f ti 11 e/i balloons 
-for a/tUj occasion 
W4£TWL GAZEBO VALI-GV   MAUL. 
■f 
Crrtifiratr        of (Duinrrsfjip 
M^fc^WWii-jrffc-*, 
I'm Sid E. Slicker, and I am 
pleased lo offer for sale a limited 
edition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE 
CERTIFICATES OF 
OWNERSHIP 
Each 11" x 15" two color certificate 
grants the right in nutnbus to one 
uncommon share of the Brooklyn 
Bridge with all the rights and 
privileges that entails. 
Whether you are a college student 
or a corporate executive you 
cannot find a better investment 
for your humor portfolio than one 
of these signed, numbered, and 
registered certificates. 
VtS. Sill' I W.III io buy ihr Bioohlyn 
Brulur' S"Klnw_^_irnirKal»(fl   I 
hjvr r in luard 15 00 for rj<h reitUksar 
I pjMl I IBs * lolal ol t 
Mi. h    r»-M.lrni» .,1.1 .|>|iln jhlr >*lr. I.I 
VflfM/NI IK"! KU-lunll.ni 
MAIf /ll" 
I i UcMWlll Hi 
BROOKLYN BRIDGE 
Commodities Exchange 
P.O. Box 1882 
Dearborn. MI 48121 
•   -/ 
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newsfile 
Three CSC 
senators quit 
The Commuter Student Commit- 
tee announced Tuesday the resigna- 
tions of three senators and the elec- 
tion dates for their replacements. 
Senators Karen Casey, Steve 
Walton and Richard McDonald 
resigned their seats on the CSC. This 
means they also lose their positions 
with the Student Government 
Association. 
Walton was forced to resign when 
he moved to Presidential Apart- 
ments. Presidential is allotted two 
seats on the CSC, but both already 
have been filled. 
Walton had represented the CSC 
in the SGA Finance Committee. 
CSC member Sandra Adams 
volunteered to replace him on the 
Finance Committee. 
Casey was forced to resign when 
she moved on campus. Casey cur- 
rently is the CSC's social coor- 
dinator. 
McDonald said he resigned 
because of a "heavy course load and 
working 15-20 hours a week." 
McDonald also resigned his position 
as CSC publicity coordinator. 
Elections to All the three open 
seats will be Feb. 8. Candidates must 
Tile a declaration of intent with the 
CSC by Feb. 4. The CSC office is on 
the main floor of the Warren Cam- 
pus Center. _ jonn castaldi 
Students place 
In debate tourney 
A team of two JMU students ad- 
vanced to the semifinals of the 
Patriot Debate Tournament at 
George Mason University last 
weekend. 
Dane Butswinkas and Shelly 
James had an 8-0 record in 
preliminary rounds before they lost 
to a team from George Washington 
University. Butswinkas was named 
by judges as the top speaker in the 
varsity competition. James placed 
sixth.  • 
Another JMU team, Jeff 
Kwiatkowski and Richard Horan, 
advanced to the quarterfinals of the 
varsity competition. 
In junior varsity competition, 
Beth Gray and Brian James advanc- 
ed to the quarterfinals. Brian James 
placed second and Gray tied for 10th 
in the junior varsity speaker com- 
petition. 
Students depart for 
semester in London 
By JOHN CASTALDI 
"There's just something about waking up in the morning know- 
ing you'll walk through London to get to class." 
Blair Holmes, a JMU senior, said this after spending a previous 
semester walking through London as a participant in the JMU 
Semester in London program. . 
"What's important is you're living and studying in England, ' 
Holmes said. "You don't know a place until you actually live 
there." 
On Sunday, 30 JMU students left for London looking for the 
same "something" Holmes found. 
The students were led to the Arran House Hotel, where they will 
live while they study at the University of London. Their leader is 
Dr. Ralph Cohen of the English department, the man who started 
the program in 1979. » 
The students must pay for their transportation to and from Lon- 
don and $1,675 more than they would at JMU for room and board 
and tuition. 
The tuition fee will pay for group outings plus the classes the 
students attend. 
Classes such as British art, British architecture, London theater, 
music in general culture and British legal and political institutions 
will be taught to the students by University of London professors. 
Cohen will teach Shakespeare and London in Literature. 
"The less you know about London when go over, the more you 
benefit," he said. 
John Leahy and Scott Badami are two JMU juniors who left 
with Cohen Sunday. "We decided to go on a spur of the moment," 
Leahy said. "I've always wanted to go to Europe and this is pro- 
bably the cheapest chance I'll get." 
! 
I' 
* 
Bahamas 
College Weeks 
Freeport $259 ' 
Nassau $299:" 
(212) 355-4705 
Includes: 
• Round trip airfare* 
• 7 nights accommodation 
• Parties 
•Sports 
• Activities 
More! 
D MAR 06-MAR 13 O MAR 27 APR 03 
a MAR 13 MAR 20 O APR 03 APR 10 
Q MAR 20-MAR 27 Q APR 10-APR 17 
D I enclose $50 deposit 
and have checked my 
week 
D Send more information 
'Add S40 irom O.C.. Hartford. 
Philadelphia, Boston 
*Plu» 15% lax and aervica 
Name • 
Address 
City  
State. Zip. 
Departure City. 
OIF HOUOMIMC 
501 Madison Avenu* 
Ne*YonV.NY I00J? 
(?i?)3S5-470S (800)2230694 
YES, WE HAVE IT!! 
The Kay pro II Portable Computer 
Over $1,000 Software Included FREE! 
SOFTWAaX 
inCLUDES: 
•PERFECT FR.ER 
• PERFECT 
SPELLED 
• PERFECT 
WRITER 
TCALC 
•CP/H2J 
• PROFTTPLAn 
••OCOLUMM. 
M4MW 
OREET1 DISPLAY 
Only $1795 00 
KWFRO 
Non-Unaa* Syit*mt   Inc 
CPU: Z«0 
RAM: MK BYTES 
READS XEROX 820 
DOUBLE DENSITY! 
• TWO 
HORIZONTAL 
S%-FLOPPY 
DISC DRIVES 
• 200.000 
CHARACTERS 
STORAGE EACH 
•SCULPTURED 
KEYBOARD 
•WNCH 
SCREEN1 
VAUEY MICROCOMPUTERS 
28BN Man St 
M«n»«onb»#g Wgm* 22S0I 
(703) 43*7566 
*i SAT   »IJ 
" 
  
Gym 
&RB 
QQcl^ Q®*& 
•   •    •   .   . 
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Greeks alter 
rush system 
Sororities and fraternities are con- 
ducting rush in different ways this 
semester. 
Informal rush is not mandatory 
for sororities this semester, as it has 
been in the past. Instead, each 
sorority chooses its own way of 
rushing girls and extending bids to 
them. 
Rush is when fraternities and 
sororities hold activities for students 
who might be interested in joining 
the Greek system. 
The new system is called con- 
tinuous open bidding and it "gives 
more freedom and leeway to the 
sororities," said Sarah Howarth, 
Panhellenic rush chairwoman. 
Continuous open bidding means 
that although there will still be a for- 
mal rush in the fall, it will be possi- 
ble for a girl to receive a bid anytime 
during the year after walk. Walk is 
the extension of bids by sororities at 
the end of formal rush. 
Sharon Tepper, rush chairwoman 
for Alpha Sigma Alpha, said she 
likes the new system because it 
enables the sisters to meet the 
rushees on a year-long, relaxed 
basis. __ 
But some sororites now are 
hosting informal rush periods that 
last about ten days. "It is more in- 
tense and the sisters stay more en- 
thused," said Tracey Hortin, rush 
chairwoman for Phi Mu. _ 
. Interfraternity Council ap- 
proaches rush differently than 
Panhellenic. In the past, 1FC has 
sponsored one four-week formal 
rush each semester. 
But this semester IFC is having a 
three-week rush. 
According to Mark Holl- 
ingsworth, IFC rush chairman, spr- 
ing rush is slower, and a four-week 
period isn't necessary. 
IFC sponsored an open house Jan 
16. Open house is a mandatory func- 
tion for all fraternities. It is designed 
for rushees to get acquainted with 
the fraternities. 
Bids will be extended Feb. 3 and 
must be returned by Feb. 4. 
"About one-third of the rushees 
are extended a bid and three-fourths 
of those accept," HoUingsworth 
said. 
Sweaters 
Gloves 
Hats 
Ski Poles 
15% to 30% Savings 
Shop   Save   Ski 
Valley Mall 
Harrisonburg 
434-4757 
\1 
Juniors, Seniors, & 
Graduate Students 
Zales is offering you 
a chance to open a Special Student 
Charge Account. At Zales Jewelers, 
you can establish your credit and 
take care of your gift giving needs 
all in one easy step. Come into the 
Valley Mall store to apply. 
Student ■ $400 Limit 
Employed Student • $800 Limit 
ZALES 
The Diamond Store 
Valley Mall 
Try Shoneys New 
Spaghetti Dinner 
$3.99 
Child's portion available 
Enjoy Our Great Spaghetti Dinner, 
Now With A New Sauce That's Zestier-Than-Ever! 
• Heaping platter of steaming spaghetti 
• Meaty tomato sauce, topped with sauteed mushrooms 
• Warm toasted grecian bread 
• All the soup and salad you care to eat 
DinnerTable 
/• ...•-. ! .    .    • 
New In Harrisonburg 
at Valley Mall 433-1713 
S7tM dtscAai 
Dancewear & Theatre Supplies by La Mendola 
Stage Make-up by Mehron 
in a variety of colors & bases 
Cream blend stick make-up in 6 complexions 
EVEN STRAIGHT A'S 
CANT HELP IF YOU 
FLUNK TUITION. 
IF YOU: 
• are a Freshman or Sophomore 
and a full time student 
• have a 2.8 G.P.A. or higher 
• participate in extracurricular activities 
• are in good 
physical condition 
YOU CAN WIN:  '* 
$5000 or $7000 
scholarship 
plus 
books & fees 
paid plus 
$100 per 
month 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE! 
ARMY ROTC 
4336355 STADIUM F211 
•;•,,'. ,- 
- 
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Cs4rts £& People 
By PAT BUTTERS 
"Hi. This is Berke Breathed. I'm 
not here right now. This is a recor- 
ding. It's not me. Believe it or not." 
That's what one should expect from 
the answering machine of a car- 
toonist, especially one who enter- 
tains readers daily with a talking 
penguin, crooked congressmen, bun- 
ny rabbits, a wheelchair-bound sex 
symbol and the royal family's 
domestic life. 
Berke Breathed looks more like a 
model than a cartoonist. Long- 
legged, dark eyed and mustached, 
the 25-year-old is easy-going about 
his success with Bloom County, the 
strip about a small town and its zany 
characters. Cartooning to Breathed 
is more a hobby than a career. 
"It certainly could suffice for a 
career I guess, for some people," he 
says in a phone interview from his 
home in Iowa. "It's quite 
lucrative." Charles Schulz is proof 
of that understatement. 
"It's a lot of fun," Breathed con- 
tinues, "But as a passion for me, it's 
nothing I've ever wanted to do all 
my life." 
Sometimes the fun disappears. 
Bloom County has infuriated many 
disciples of Doonesbury who see ob- 
vious style similarities from the way 
the strip is drawn to the type of gags. 
Breathed -himself admits to the- 
similarity and has grown to expect 
criticism. 
"They've always been there so it's 
nothing new," he says. "I've been 
cartooning since 1976. The minute I 
put any intelligent thought about a 
character, it was compared with 
Trudeau," he says. "It was 
something I fortunately haven't had 
to live down." 
Bloom County's success attests to 
this. The strip currently boasts 395 
subscribers (200 of which came after 
Trudeau's temporary retirement an- 
nouncement), but Breathed himself 
is modest about his strip. He hopes 
the strips presented in The Breeze 
questionnaire to find Doonesbury's 
replacement last December were fun- 
ny. "I know that some papers were 
doing that," he says. "You could've 
pulled out a few of mine that weren't 
exactly representative of my work." 
Considering his non-art 
background, his work is more than 
adequate. He studied photojour- 
nalism at the University of Texas at 
Austin and wrote for the school 
paper, The Daily Texan. 
"I felk into cartooning because I 
found that no one was reading what 
I was writing or anybody else 
basically in a college paper, but they 
would look at the cartoons." 
He pauses. "One can draw their 
own conclusions as to what that 
would mean."  * 
So in 1977, he began "The 
Academia Waltz." Its targets includ- 
ed fraternity brothers (including a 
bumbler named Steve Dallas) and 
local celebrities. Breathed's lack of 
formal art training was inconsequen- 
tial in launching the strip. 
"I could always draw a little bit, 
Berke 
Breathed 
Cartoonist 
in bloom 
Berke Breathed (rhymes with 
method) would like to be a 
screenwriter or photographer; In- 
stead he writes and draws the 
comic strip Bloom County. 
(Graphic by Pat Butters) 
like anyone really," he observes. 
"Look on the comic page. You 
don't need that much ability to get 
on it." 
He found an immediate reader 
response to the strip. He enlarged his 
following by receiving several 
awards and publishing two paper- 
back anthologies. 
"College was the perfect at- 
mosphere to do that in," he says. 
"You've got a captive audience, 
which helps. You've got local per- 
sonalities and local issues which I'd 
love to have in my strip. Since I'm 
national, I can't do that." 
He went national after The 
Washington Post Writers Group, the 
strip's distributor, heard about him 
by word of mouth. Impressed by his 
book sales, they wanted to cash in on 
a good thing. "That's usually not 
the way it works," he says with 
astonishment. 
He insists that he has no alter ego 
in the strip, although Milo's grand- 
father is patterned after Breathed's 
former university president, Peter 
Flawn. 
A popular segment is based on 
real people, namely Prince Charles 
and Princess Diana. Since the royal 
wedding, Breathed has from time-to- 
time satirized scenes of their private 
life. He predicted their baby's sex, 
banking on doctors' tests published 
in newspapers. The strips were 
drawn three weeks before the birth 
of Prince William. (The same day as 
Breathed's birthday.) The little 
prince (drawn like E.T. with Dumbo 
ears) barks out fictitious orders to all 
the adults in the strip. 
"To tell you the truth," Breathed 
says of these segments, "that was 
some of the most divisive cartoons 
I'd done." People liked them or they 
hated them "as if I had made fun of 
the Pope...or they just didn't think 
they were funny." 
"I'll be coming out with a book 
and you'll see very few of those in 
the book for that reason." Bloom 
County Loose Tails (Little 
Brown,'6.95) will be out in April. 
Readers write him only when they 
like something, but he is aware that 
newspapers get "considerable com- 
plaints." .  
His biggest complaint is when peo- 
ple ask him' where he gets his ideas. 
"It's impossible to answer, so I 
usually come up with a smart-assed 
answer." The wildest he ever gave 
was "In bed while I'm having sex." 
"That's not what they expect but I 
don't usually do that for print," he 
laughs. 
He travels much of his time to col- 
lect ideas and also visit friends 
"which is a necessity living in 
Iowa." 
Asked why he lives there then, he 
sarcastically responded, "Well, I 
just really like corn, so I wanted to 
be near it, y'know? And I'd heard it 
was an exciting place to live ... But 
the corn was it. That cemented it for 
me." In reality, his girlfriend goes to 
medical school there. 
He adds that Iowa does not pro- 
vide a setting for his strip. "There's 
nothing here. It's a void." 
But when he gets down to work, 
Breathed's small studio is a whirl- 
wind of creativity. 
His actual drawing time is an 
unbelievable three days out of the 
month. "I do about 30 cartoons in 
three days," he says. "At a 
marathon 90-hour stretch. So you 
can imagine what those days are 
like." 
In a press release from The 
Washington Post Writers Group, a 
friend described the marathon as 
having a shirtless Breathed scrat- 
ching out strips while surrounded by 
idea slips taped to the table and blar- 
ing TV and stereo. At least Breathed 
retained some college skills. 
One wonders what he does in the 
other 27 days. "Talk to reporters," 
he replies quickly. 
He owns a motorcycle and he's 
learning to fly an ultra-light plane he 
bought recently.    _ 
What can he tell aspiring car- 
toonists? "If you really want to 
make it a profession, you've got to 
tackle it 100 percent. Let your grades 
go from an A to a B." 
"Hone your skills in college," he 
advises, because "99 percent of the 
See BLOOM COUNTY, page 10 
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Choreographer visits JMU, 
helps prepare spring concert 
By DIANE FIRESHEETS 
Gary Masters, of the Mat hews-Masters Dance 
Company in New York, completed a four-day 
residency at JMU with the Contemporary Ensem- 
ble of the JMU Dance Theater Monday. Masters 
choreographed a dance for the ensemble entitled 
Judy's Songs, which will be performed in the 
group's spring concert. 
The dance is actually a combination of dances 
choreographed to four songs sung by Judy 
Garland, I Never Knew, On the Sunny Side of the 
Street, But Not For Me and Zing Went the Strings 
of My Heart. Masters said he only had ideas for 
the dance when he arrived. 
"I am inspired by the quality of music and 
rhythms. This dance was really new for me because 
I don't usually work with songs. The dancers here 
were very enthusiastic and worked hard, which 
made it easier to choreograph," he said. 
Masters, 34, a man of small frame with pro- 
nounced facial features, has the eagerness of a lit- 
tle boy when he talks about dance. He has been 
training in various forms of dance for 25 years. He 
began dancing at the young age of- nine when he 
took his first lesson in tap. 
"My grandmother noticed that I loved to dance 
around the house and kept telling my parents they 
should enroll me in a dance class. My grandmother 
always felt that your natural talents should be en- 
couraged," he said smiling. 
At age 11, his family moved from St. Paul, 
Minn., to Colorado Springs, ^Colo., where he 
began classes in modern dance and ballet. He won 
a summer scholarship to the San Francisco Ballet 
when he was 15. After two summers there, his 
thoughts of a career were veering towards dancing 
professionally. To please his parents, however, he 
decided to enroll at the Julliard School in New 
York. Julliard has degree programs in various 
aspects of the arts including music, dance and 
drama. He graduated in 1970 with a bachelor of 
fine arts. 
During his last year at Julliard, he met the well- 
known modern dance choreographer Jose Limon. 
Limon was a second-generation modern dancer 
who studied under one of the five pioneers of 
modern dance; Doris Humphrey. Limon was. im- 
pressed with Masters and asked him to be in one of 
his works entitled The Unsung. 
Masters feels fortunate to have been able to 
work with Limon, who died in 1972 at the age of 
64. Although he danced with the Pennsylvania 
Ballet for two years after he graduated from 
Julliard, he never forgot Limon. 
"I wasn't sure what kind of dance I wanted to 
do. I tried ballet and although I got to dance in 
some famous works, my heart was not in it. It was 
not the soul of how I liked to move," said Masters. 
As fate would have it, Limon began teaching 
classes once a week in Philadelphia, where 
Masters was residing. Masters told Limon he 
would soon be leaving the Pennsylvania Ballet. 
Limon asked him what he planned to do. 
"I simply told him 'go back to New York and 
dance with you.' Luckily he said, 'Okay!* " 
Masters danced the lead in two of Limon's last 
works, Carlotta and Orfeo. 
Although Limon died nine months after Masters 
joined the company, the Jose Limon Dance Com- 
pany continued and Masters danced with it until 
1976. In 1977 he started his own company with 
another Limon dancer, Fred Mathews. 
Masters says that starting a dance company in 
New York, a city with over 300 small companies, 
each vying for recognition and funds to continue is 
not easy. 
Gary Masters lent his 25 years of dancing ex- 
perience to JMU students earlier this week. 
(Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
"We have been very fortunate to be able to keep 
going. We've given seasons in New York since 
1977, as well as tours of the states in the East and 
South, in Colorado and Wyoming, and a month 
tour of France in 1982." Masters said. 
Masters and Mathews are both choreographers 
and performers in their six-person company, as 
well as part-time business managers. They are also 
both on the faculty of New York University, where 
they teach periodically. 
In April the Mathews-Masters Dance Company 
will be performing at the City Center Space on 
Broadway. Masters will be in Mexico in July with 
the Limon Company as guest artist. 
Bloom 
County 
(Continued from page 9) 
samples syndicates are submitted are 
of amateur quality." 
i>t-had a chance," he says,- "My 
stuff looked bad enough when I first 
started Bloom County, but it looked 
really bad in college...it had an 
amateur look to it although it was 
still   funny  enough   to  develop a 
following  there.   It  couldn't  have 
professionally." 
He follows the works of Dr. 
Seuss, Pat Oliphant and Jules Feif- 
fer, and of course, Garry Trudeau 
"to a degree ... which most people 
think to a larger degree than I do," 
"When I'm thrown into a new 
newspaper like I've been a lot recent- 
ly ...- people are making the in- 
evitable comparisons, but what I've 
found is that give them a month or 
two and those comparisons stop." 
He adds that approach to a joke is 
what makes them different. "I mean 
he'd (Trudeau) never have penguins 
and  animals  and Bill the Cat," 
Breathed  says  forcefully.  "That's 
just not his style." 
Since Trudeau's departure, 
Breathed no longer reads the comic 
pages. "I don't want to sound elitist, 
but the strips have been increasingly 
going towards the Garfield route. 
Which is fine for that genre, but for 
the rest of us it kind of leaves us in 
the wilderness." 
"It's going where the money is, 
and the money is where Garfield is," 
he concludes. "Like anything else, 
it's dictated by finance." 
Breathed hopes to improve this 
situation by encouraging some of his 
friends in Texas, "which is a hot bed 
for good cartooning." He says he'd 
love the competition. 
"I'd just like to see a little more 
anarchy on the comic page," he 
says. He could offer no examples of 
"anarchic" strips. "Dennis the 
Menace is still the big hot 
thing ... How long are we going to 
hurdle into the 21st century before 
those kinds of senses of humor get 
pushed aside for something a little 
bit more progressive?" 
Bloom County is progressive, and 
the more people think like Breathed, 
the more his phone answering 
machine will be working overtime. 
JIFFY 66 AND MARKET 
Super Bowl Specials 
Busch 6 pk 12.19 
Old Mill 6 pk. cans  .$2 09 
Miller Lite 6 pk. cans  is so 
Molson , S3 09 
Dr. Pepper 6 pk. N / R bottles... .'.'' $1 89 
Milk gallon    . $199 
Ruffles 8 oz. bag ™4 
Busch 1 / 2 keg . $27 9*5 
Old Mill 1 /2keg .....'.".'.'.'.' .$2595 
Other Kegs Available 
The Phillips 66 East of JMU on Port Road 
433-8559 
1st 
EVER 
Anniversary Celebration 
Now thru Saturday 
YTHING 
30% - 50% OFF 
1 doz. T's$1.00 
with silkscreening 
order 
(min. 6 doz.) 
 i. W--  ' — 
REGISTER & WIN 
* $250.00 set of skis 
with bindings 
* $100.00 trophy or 
sllksrceen order 
* $25.00 gift 
certificate 
- 
Ski Rentals 
4AJAT 
ISAAC* tAAftt? SAftf 433-1266 
CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER 
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Wampler's 'Beast' satisfies comic taste 
By CHARLES TAYLOR 
A superb cast and an excellent 
script are the highlights of the first 
theatrical production of the 
semester, Nourish the Beast, to be 
presented in the Wampler Ex- 
perimental Theater this weekend. 
The realistic comedy, written in 
1973 by Steve Tesich, is directed by 
senior Nick Wuehrmann and 
spotlights the skills of three very 
talented JMU student actors within a 
cast of nine. 
The setting of the play is Queens 
in the early '70s with the action 
revolving around the household of 
Goya (Christie Moniz), a middle- 
aged woman full of vitality with a 
brash, yet undeniably sensitive man- 
ner. 
Her husband Mario (John 
Thomasson), is a simplistic but 
amiable fellow who assists his wife in 
caring for a house of orphans she 
has picked up through the years. 
Mario is apparently ill, so a search 
for a new husband for Goya is en- 
sued through the play's two acts. 
Goya's daughter Sylvia (Karin 
McKie), returns home after a three- 
year absence^adding to the confu- 
sion and niwrity, while other 
adopted family members including a 
son (Aaron Meisinger) and grand- 
father (John Weeks) keep the plot 
within a whirlwind of activity. 
Moniz, Thomasson and McKie 
give particularly worthwhile perfor- 
mances which keep the play's pace 
moving at points where it might 
otherwise drag. 
MI APPAREL SALE 
OUR NEW STORE IS OPEN! 
We've Moved To 150 S. Main St. 
The former Leggett Building Downtown Harrisonburg 
ALL STYLES OP 
MEN'S * LAMBS' 
SKI JACKETS 
rrtttfftftM 
16.97 
NT lor ihtll 
w/polfft /ill 
S—. S. 18 and 
SI 
M63B7 
Kt 39.98. •«!. 
14.97 
rtlfftlilltd 
Ml— S-XL mnd 
30-39 
16379 uuf 
»«M3 
»1   39 98  hU 
19.97 
vim 
LiaitMl Mock 
JMU 
T-shirts and Football Jerseys 
3/4 length and long sleeves 
fr0m   $9#99 
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■ M700 tm%  IN 
• MUM b, 1 M 
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Moniz, a senior, has perform- 
ed in seven productions at JMU 
including Three-Penny Opera, 
Equus and Chapter Two. Her 
portrayal of Goya is convinc- 
ing, consistent and appropriate- 
ly heartwarming. 
Thomasson is also a seasoned 
performer at JMU. The first- 
year graduate student has per- 
formed in seven plays at JMU 
including Rhinocerous, Bad 
Habits, and Equus. V 
The role of Sylvia, impec- 
cably played by freshman Karin 
McKie, proves that Nourish the 
Beast indeed deserves to be call- 
ed a comedy. Her role as an ob- 
noxious phony provides some 
of the best scriptwriting in the 
play. This is McKie's third role 
here after performing in Picnic 
and Uncommon Women during 
the fall. 
The Wampler production, 
which was cast, rehearsed and 
refined in two short weeks, is a 
worthwhile portrait of watching 
characters come to terms with 
their identities, according to 
Wuehrmann. "The language of 
the playwright is full of double 
meanings. I enjoyed working 
with his clever use of words and 
the way he can turn a phrase 
around." 
Also notable in this perfor- 
mance is John Weeks' excellent 
make-up design used with some 
characters. Costumes by Jill 
Johnson also carry the audience 
back in time, forcing them to 
giggle at some of the outlandish 
outfits that were "in" during 
the early '70s. 
Nourish the Beast is a smile- 
provoking, yet meaningful 
presentation and an impressive 
production. It will be perform- 
ed in the Wampler Experimen- 
tal Theater at 8 p.m. on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday nights, 
and at 2 p.m. on Saturday. 
Tickets are SI.SO at the door. 
Chrysalis 
deadline 
Tuesday 
The overall deadline for sub- 
missions to Chrysalis, JMU's 
literary magazine, is Feb. 1, ac- 
cording to Kathy Ryan, the 
magazine's editor. 
Literary submissions — such 
as original poetry, prose and 
essays — should be sent through 
campus mail to P.O. Box 4112. 
Submissions will be reviewed 
without the author's name at- 
tached to the manuscript. 
Artistic submissions — such 
as prints, graphics, sculpture, 
photographs, pottery and weav- 
ing — should be brought to the 
Zirkle House Gallery, Monday 
through Thursday between the 
hours of ll^a.m. and 4 p.m. 
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Ruland leads 
Dukes past 
Navy 73-63 
By STEVE LOCKARD 
"If Dan Ruland would not have shown up we 
might have won," said Navy coach Paul Evans, 
whose team suffered a 73-63 ECAC South loss to 
the JMU Dukes Wednesday night in the JMU Con- 
vocation Center. 
But unfortunatly for Evans, Ruland did more 
than just show up. The 6-foot-8 senior gave 
another emotional performance, scoring 24 points 
in 24 minutes. 
Ruland's first basket gave him his 1000th career 
points, but that was just the beginning. He hit on 
10 of his 15 field goal attempts and four of his five 
free throw tries in addition to grabbing nine re- 
bounds. 
The Annapolis, Md. native converted four 
three-point plays and tied his career scoring high 
despite being in foul trouble throughout the con- 
test. 
"I think confidence breeds confidence," said 
Ruland, who scored 21 points against George 
Mason Saturday. "Last game I got the ball inside 
and was able to score. I felt that tonight I would be 
able to score. I felt I could take it to them." 
Ruland wasn't the only JMU player to take it to 
the Midshipmen as Charles Fisher scored 13 points 
and Derek Steele and Keith Bradley added 12 each 
for JMU. 
After trailing Navy 7-2 early, the Dukes finally 
got it going. Led by Fisher and Ruland, they 
outscored the Midshipmen 17-2 to take a 23-13 
lead midway through the first half. Fisher scored 
seven points and Ruland added six during the 
stretch. 
Navy shot just 30 percent in the first half and 
trailed 31-23 at the intermission. 
In the second half, Navy got as close as six three 
times but could get no closer. Bradley's 10 second- 
half points helped keep the Middies away. 
The victory was the fifth in a row for the Dukes 
who are now 10-6 overall and 2-1 in the con- 
ference. 
Navy, which was led by freshmen Vernon Butler 
(21 points, 11 rebounds) and Kylor Whitaker (14 
points), is now 9-5 overall and 1-1 in the ECAC 
South. 
Derek Steel* drives to the basket In the Dukes' win Wednesday night. (Photo by Gary Smith) 
How t   t  • ; • is JMU?:   Answer is on the way 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
. Just how good is the JMU basketball team? It's 
an interesting question, and one which should be 
answered very soon. 
The Dukes' away game with William and Mary 
Saturday will begin an 18-day period during which 
JMU will play four of five games on the road 
against five good opponents. 
After Saturday's game with the red-hot Indians, 
the Dukes take two days off and head back to 
Tidewater for a Monday night game with Old 
Dominion. 
On Feb. 5, the Dukes come back home for a 
game with the University of New Orleans, ranked 
in the top 20 by one national sports magazine. 
Two more road games follow 
rivals Richmond (Feb. 12) and 
monwealth (Feb. 14). 
against in-state 
Virginia Com- 
" We've been a good January-February team the 
last two years, I just hope we are again this year," 
JMU coach Lou Campanelli said. "We don't have 
an easy game until U.S. International. We don't 
play any bad teams in there, no easy wins." 
The William and Mary game — which will be 
televised regionally by NBC — should be anything 
but easy. Since the two schools have started play- 
ing each other in 1978, JMU has won 10 of 11, but 
the games have always been close, defensive bat- 
tles. 
"They've definitely had our number the past 
few years," said Indian coach Bruce Parkhill. 
"We're looking forward to this game. It should be 
a very good one." 
It's no wonder Parkhill is looking forward to the 
game. Besides being at home — where the Indians 
are 6-0 this year — William and Mary is playing its 
best basketball in years. 
The Indians are 9-4 and have won six straight, 
including victories over Wake Forest and Old 
Dominion. 
"They're playing as well any team has played 
here in a lot of years," said Bob Sheeran, who has 
been William and Mary's sports information direc- 
tor for the past 12 years. 
"There's no superstar, the chemistry is just 
there. It is very similar to what has carried JMU 
for the past few years." 
The Indians are led in scoring by 6-foot-4 
sophomore guard Kieth Cieplicki, who was averag- 
ing 14.5 points per game and making 50 percent of 
his field goal attempts prior to the Indians game 
with Richmond. 
Center Brant Weidner, a 6-foot-9 senior, 
averages 10.7 points and and six rebounds per 
game-and guard Tony Traver is scoring 10.4 per 
game. 
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JMU to host state wrestling tournament 
Corbin going for 
record 4th title 
By TIM DANCY 
Heading into this weekend's Virginia State 
Wrestling Championships in Godwin Hall, the 
JMU wrestling team has a good chance to win the 
team championship. 
But they will have to wrestle very well to 
dethrone the defending champion, University of 
Virginia, and also place ahead of rivals Old Domi- 
nion University and Virginia Military Institute. 
"For us to win, everyone has to do equally 
well," JMU wrestling coach Dick Besnier said 
Tuesday. "We have got to have a great tourna- 
ment to win. We can't do anything wrong at any 
weight class." 
The seven state Division I teams — Virginia, 
Virginia Tech, Old Dominion, George Mason, 
William and Mary, VMI and JMU — will begin 
wrestling Friday at 7:30 p.m. Wrestling resumes 
Saturday, with rounds at 10:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m. 
and 2:30 p.m., with finals at 3:30 p.m. 
Besnier felt that with "at least two champions 
and alot of places we can win." 
In last year's tournament, the Cavaliers ran 
away with first place, winning titles in the lowest 
four weight classes. Besnier said he doubted that 
any team would dominate the tournament this 
year. 
The Dukes are led by their senior co-captian Dan 
Corbin at 177 pounds. Corbin is a three-time state 
champion and is bidding for an unprecedented 
fourth state title. 
Entering the tournament, Corbin has a 22-4-1 
record and has won medals at the Navy, West 
Chester, Maryland, Lehigh, and West Virginia 
tournaments. He is 5-0-1 in dual meets and has 
pinned seven opponents. 
But like his team, Corbin can make no mistakes 
if he hopes to win. The 177-pound class is the 
toughest of the tournament, with all of last year's 
177-pound state semifinalists back again this year. 
Doug Dix of William and Mary has beaten and 
tied Corbin in two matches this year. Dix was Cor- 
bin's opponent in the. state finals last year. 
Scott Giacobbe of ODU and UVA's Chris 
Musmanno were also semifinalists last year, and 
Corbin has a close decision victory over both this 
year. 
JMU will have to forfeit at 118 pounds because 
of injuries. At 126 pounds, JMU fans will see one 
'-- 
Freshman Art Balr will represent JMU at 158 pounds In the state meet. (File photo) 
of the country's best wrestlers in UVa's Jim 
Pagano. Pagano, ranked fifth in the nation, is a 
returning state champion and is the odds-on 
favorite to win at his weight. At 126 pounds, JMU 
will have freshman Mike Harrigan, who is 17-12 
and leads the team with eight pins. 
The 134-pound title will probably go to one of 
three competitors — Jason Diggs of Virginia Tech, 
UVa's John Pan, or the Dukes' Bob Carmichael. 
In head-to-head competition this year, Carmichael 
lost to Pan 8-7 and tied Diggs 3-3 this year. 
Carmichael is a senior eo-captain and finished 
second in last year's state tournament. He is 16-7-1 
and has seven pins. 
JMU freshman Tony Gentile will be JMU's en- 
try in the 142-pound division. Gentile has had an 
incredible first year at JMU, winning seventeen 
matches while losing only five. He finished second 
at the Navy tournament and is one of the favorites 
at 142 pounds. 
ODU's Ben Ward is a heavy favorite in the 
ISO-pound class, where JMU will field either John 
Arceri (6-8-1) or Gary Webb (12-10). 
Rob Fair from Virginia Tech is a favorite at 158 
pounds, but ODU's Larry Corry and the Dukes' 
Art Bair should challenge him. 
ODU's 167-pounder Brad Anderson is the best 
wrestler in the state and ranked fourth nationally. 
The Dukes will enter one of three wrestlers, either 
John Cheeks, Mike Gallo or Brian Stewart. 
The 190-pound division entry for the Dukes will 
be freshman Phil Rice (10-11). 
At heavyweight, the Dukes' Dave Stan ton and 
ODU's Frank Nowland (15-16) will try to knock 
off defending champ Paul Maltagliati of George 
Mason. Maltagliati is nationally-ranked and has 
pinned St an ton once this year. 
But St an ton has won his last five dual matches, 
pinning three of his last four opponents. He is 16-5 
with five pins this year. 
Senior 134-pounder Bobby Csrmlchael Is ons   of JMU's best chances for a title this weekend. 
(File photo) 
Rec Report 
The sign-up meeting for the intramural 
ski meet will be Jan. 31 in Godwin 344 at 
6 p.m. There will be competition for men, 
women and co-ed teams, with four skiers 
per,team. Race fee is $3 per person and 
money should be paid at the meeting. The 
meet is Feb. 3. ^ 
Sign-up deadline for the intramural free 
throw competiton is Feb. 2 and the sign- 
up deadline for intramural wrestling is 
Feb. 6. Sign-up for the free throw com- 
petition is on the bulfetin board and sign- 
up for wrestling is in the lockerroom. 
Free aerobic exercise sessions are held 
every Monday and Wednesday night at 7 
p.m. in the Godwin 217. 
Informal reaction is offered Sunday 
through Thursday nights in Godwin. Call 
the Recreation Office at 6461 for more in- 
formation. 
.-. :.'   "v  . • •'.". • • 
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Running is all in the family 
for JMU's Denise Marini 
By LINDA MANELSKI 
When Denise Marini drives on an interstate she 
pretends she's running a race. * 
"If I know there's no cops around, I go after the 
cars in front of me and try to pass them. Then I speed 
up right before the exit so I can be the first one off," 
says Denise, a junior at JMU. 
The 20-year-old doesn't have a police record, but 
instead several track records that were her ticket to 
college. 
Denise is a transfer from the University of Florida, 
where she went to Nationals twice in cross country 
and was a member of the 3200-meter All-American 
relay team in her freshman year. 
She has already proven to be a great asset for JMU 
women's track program. Denise was among the top 
finishers for JMU in the opening meets of cross coun- 
try. Her best finish was at the Indiana University of . 
Pennsylvania Cross Country Championship, where 
she was fourth out of 125 runners. 
Last weekend she set a new school record for the 
3000-meter run, breaking the old mark by 14 seconds 
in a time of 10:08.6. 
"Denise is one of our strongest runners both in 
cross country and track," says Coach Lynn Smith. 
"We're glad to have her and not just for her running 
talent, but for the kind of person she is. She's super." 
Denise is especially strong in the 3000 meters — her 
favorite event. She ran this distance in 9:39 minutes 
when she won the National A.A.U. Junior Olympics 
in California the summer after her senior year in high 
school. 
"That was one of the greatest moments in my life," 
smiles Denise. "I was happy for myself and making 
other people happy." 
The win concluded a high school career full of vic- 
tories, records and honors. She was the Delaware 
state championship in the 800 meters for two con- 
secutive years and she still holds the state record in the 
1,500 meters. 
In her junior year, Denise was chosen for the Na- 
tional Prep All-American Girls Sports Team, which 
its selected on athletic and academic achievement. 
Although Denise has a lot of individual ac- 
complishments, she knows what it is like to be a part 
of a team. She is the third child in a family of 11. 
Her family is made of of four boys and seven girls 
who all have dark hair and small builds — Denise is 5 
foot 3, 97 pounds — and who all run. Their father, 
Dante Marini, is a former track star from the Univer- 
sity of Delaware. 
Denise started running with her family at a young 
age. When she was in second grade, she and her three 
sisters ran in the 220-yard relay for the 60-pound 
weight group. Denise started the race and her six- 
year-old sister ran anchor for the team that won the 
championship. 
Nine years later and a junior in college, she goes 
about 50 miles a week and has trained year round for 
the last four years. 
Training includes running every day, lifting weights 
three times a week and dieting to keep at her lightest 
for more speed. 
Question her about why she puts herself through all 
this, she ties it together nicely. "Running makes you a 
different kind of person. I'm disciplined because of 
running and it makes other problems seem so much 
smaller compared to the pressure and the nerves." 
And she glances to a collage of her family hanging 
under a Nike poster on the wall and says, "A lot of it 
is for my Dad. I jUst want to make my family 
happy." 
Denlsn Marini    practices Wednesday 
afternoon. (Photo by Greg Fletcher) 
FAMOUS 
ALLYOU-CAN-EAT 
SALAD BAR 
USDA CHOICE MEAT 
CUT FRESH DAILY 
FULL MENU TAKEOUT SERVICE 
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
11AM-4PM 
HOURS* 
SUNDAYTHURSDAY, 11AM-10PM 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, HAMUPM 
# * 
433-8680 
1580 
S. MAIN ST. 
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p The public has 
demanded that the 
Bull be put behind bars. 
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Don't Say Beer, Say Bull On lap! 
[POP DISTRIBUTING * ERONA. VA, 
V 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
UOUJARD 
Jowmon$ 
RESTAURANT 
Welcome Back Students! 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PANCAKES 
$2.00 
ALL DAY • EVERYDAY 
Across 1-81 from JMU 
Visa and Master Charge  Accepted 
r^ 
The Music Imrer's 
Dream Is Music 
On Maxell 
•Free Parking 
•Warranty & Loaner Service 
26 Pleasant Hill Rd. 
MUSIC "N 434-4722 
Mini-Skirts and Dresses 
Jody - New Raves • Esprit 
Organically Grown 
■■/> 
ALSO 
WINTER CLEARANCE 
Save 20% to 50% Off 
Entire Winter Stock 
TfceBodtf Sltef» 
The Purple Building on Court Square 
Open Daily 10-5:30 Sat. 10-5 
Open Friday Nights Until 9:00 
CHANGE 
SOMEONE'S 
CULTURE? 
Find out how the message of Christianity 
has freed these stone age people in Irian Juya 
from tribal warfare, treachery, cannibalism, 
wife abuse and fear of evil spirits at the An- 
nual Missionary Conference of the Harrison- 
burg Alliance Church. Also, hear missionaries 
from Gabon and the Philippines. 
Sunday: 
10:00 A.M.-Sunday School 
and '    • 
11:00 A-M.-Worship Service 
7:00 P.M.-Evening Meeting 
Monday & Tuesday Nights: 
7:00 P. M.     (call for location) 
Wednesday: 
6:30 P.M.-lnternational 
Dinner (call for reservations) 
Sunday and Wednesday 
meetings will be held at the 
UCT Hall on Route 11,2 miles 
North of Harrisonburg 
FOR MORE DETAILS, CALL: 
434-2590 or 434-1472 
.* 
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classifieds 
Claaalfled ads In The Breeze cost $1 
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words, 
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance 
payment Is needed. 
Deadlines are noon Friday for 
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for 
Thursday's Issue. Ads may me mailed to 
The Breeze, communication arts depart- 
ment, James Madison University, Har- 
rlsonburg VA 22807, or may be delivered 
to The Breeze office In the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Grace and South 
Main streets. 
Categories Include personals, for sale, 
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted, 
roommates, lost, and found. 
Help wanted 
i mall at home! $30 per hundred! 
No experience. Part or full time. Start Im- 
mediately. Details, send self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. Haiku Distributors, 
115 Walpalanl Rd., Haiku, HI 96708. 
Waitresses nssdsd for lunch hours, 10-2 
at Jeea'a Quick Lunch. Apply In person. 
Prefer Fr., Soph., or Junior.  
Jobs — Summesyear round. 
Europe, S. Amor., Australia, Aala. All 
fields. $50041200 monthly. Sightseeing. 
Free Info. Write UC, Box 52-VA, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92626.  
Witter for Sci-fi adventure stories. Call 
433-2169 after 7 p.m. Mon-Frl.  
Services 
Abortion — outpatient services, birth 
control and options counseling. Strictly 
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive 
Health Services — a clinic for women. 
Conveniently located near 1-81 In 
Hagerstown, MD. For Information or ap- 
pointment cell collect (301) 733-2400. 
Typing Sorvtos — 19 years experience. 
■90 per page. Mrs. Price, 67 
Lost 
434-74 sr Seiko watch. Reward. Call 
Ofympus camera and flash from Melroee. 
Reward. Bonnie, Box 3638.  
OoM wire bangle bracelet with rope 
design. Qreat sentimental value. Reward 
offered. Lost Saturday night on campus. 
If found call 4459 or write Box 694. 
Found 
Ladlas watch after UVA B-bell game. Call 
U.4048. 
For sale 
Affordable, luxurious and fully furnlahed 
townhouse for JMU students. Walk to 
campus. 898-1800 or 1-888-2181 and aak 
for Rich Church or Dave Perault.  
Male Housing Contract 10% caah 
rebate. Thla la a housing contract only 
(for Presidential Apartments). Food con 
tracts, which are optional at Presidential, 
are available. Move In aa soon aa you buy 
— my three-week freeze has been walv- 
ed. Cell Danny at 433-1382.  
Orohom'e thee Senrloe has all boots In 
stock reduced 28%I. Including Insulated, 
Western, work and casual boots. Boots 
by Ms. Capezio, Texaa, Double H and 
morel Qsls and guys boots! Shop 
Graham's Shoe Service, 111 North Liber- 
ty St. Save 28% I  
Women's leather Jacket with belt. Never 
worn. Excellent quality. Size 78. Beet of 
lor. 433-3928 or 6296.  
prlnostoon fane — rara recor- 
Wrlte P.O. 2381 for catalog. dlnga. 
For rent 
Harrle Gardens Apartments. Studenta 
welcome. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms atari at 
$222 per month. All utilities Included. 1 
year leases. Hours: 9-5 Mon-Frl. Contact 
Bob Rivers, 4348869.  
Faourty, 6 rooms, bath and a half, near 
college. 434-8623 or 4348729 
Bloom County by Berke Breathed 
emitters 
5601V P0WN, 
CR6W... 
G00P . 
riePweNd. 
WH«£'P 
yovcofne 
FROM? 
/ 
wwyowewser 
R/U. OF ANxienes. 
tNxrmiFiND 
METHZRE.. 
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Morbid Comics by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland 
Mr 
THBE \S A 8UK6*U OF THE 
O.S. fSOVERWrYiErVT   THAT 
GAKS A¥HAY AWST 
io ANVANE WHO ASKS 
F0R  IT/ 
C\MVU NEVCR TELL) 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN   <*/AS 
ACTUALLY BoRM IN A 
MANSION   AND 
A&pr THAT pemyf 
JOHN WEEKS, OF SACWioaJF. 
VA., 15 THE  ACTUAU 
5FCWP COm/A/tr Of fKA/ST 
tur vttMTTEU ANVdNE/ 
THE WORD FACULTY 
ACTUALLY mgANS 
TOOAEATH 
THE    JMNSTffR 
GCOZ1LLA 
MeVfR ACTUALLY 
HAD ANYTHfMd- 
AGAINST THE 
JAfrtteC^C AS 
A   peoPtel_ 
UeW 0*1* f*** 15 AM ALU 
AS OF APPUH2sl9«, 
0/NLY    3UVWG 
ttONM   BfuEVE 
iNTHtEASTFtBUNNr 
Rent Meesenutten Chalet — Week 
nights - $10O. Weekend nlghta - $128. 
434-6289.  
$89 W. Bruce - Share house with JMU 
students. Private bedroom. Economical 
gaa heat, cable. $75. Drive by or call 
18328244.  
Own bedroom In University Court 
townhouoe — share with 3 other girls. 
Washer/dryer, pool, bedroom furniture (If 
deslrs). Call collect (703)430-6292 
anytime or Harrison burg 434-4115. $107 
plua per month. 
Wanted 
Travel 
Vermont Ski Week arranged by Land Sea 
Passage during Spring Break at Sugar 
Buah with 78 slopes. $220 Includes sc- 
comodstlons, breakfast and dinner each 
day, shuttle bus between three excellent 
resorts, and lift tickets. 433-2177. 
Sublessees needed. Male or female. 
Squire Hill Apartments. Call 433-9297. 
Female roommste needed. Squire Hill 
Apartments. Sixty day lease starting In 
May. Private room. Wssherdryer. Call 
433-9297. 
Personals 
For all remaining games thla year, the 
JMU students will just show their "ID" at 
the door when they come to the game. 
Entry will be on a first come basis. 
Skip Castro — Tuesday, February 8 at 
The Other Place. 434-9233.  
Scott — It's been one great year, t love 
you I Sharon. 
B.C. the 8.N. — Pizza on Friday while 
visiting friends, a warm woodatove Fri- 
day night and only to wake and find snow 
on Saturday morning. Good company 
and a football game Saturday afternoon. 
I'm 26, you're 21 on Saturday night along 
with the 8 (actually 7) pulae points. 
Smiles, hugs, and kisses sll the time. B's 
chsst and S.H.'s good cooking to compli- 
ment the days, soul fulfilling Friday and 
Saturday nights. Ice to slide upon Sun- 
day morning. My precipitation dance too. 
Thanka for all of It. See you In 3 weeks 
Love, Your Knight, with a golt club (Ice 
pick too) In hand. 
Baxter Robertson: Let's get together — 
Sou, me snd Bud. Write me! P.O. 2386 
Obln. 
Hey, Jlnol I've got s friend she's oh so 
"ne — she's got everything! Love ya The 
Slob. 
• 
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Tweety: The Skins, Dukes, and you made 
for a No. 1 weekend; It was great. Keep 
practicing your backgammon, defeating 
me wlfl not be so easy next time. You 
make great popcorn — I'll be back for 
more. Love, Spanky.     
Order your Valentine red balloon bou- 
quets. Delivered Valentine's Day on cam- 
pus only. Send name, address, money 
and message to Lambda Chi Alpha, P.O. 
L-7 by 1-31. 75c for one, $4 for six, $8 for 
12.  
Sorry to hoar about H Redskin fans! 
Dolphs will prevail In XVII just as they did 
In VII. History will repeat itself! Good 
luck doadfcklna; you'll need It. 
TJ (Ms. Popularity) — Your bright smile 
and bubbllness make life Joyful! God 
bless you on your 18th. Happy New Year 
and Happy Birthday I With love from your 
fansl 
announcements 
General 
Your message 
could be 
in this space! 
(Send   a   per- 
sonal today!) 
(P.S. — use the 
form below!) 
Governor's Fellows Program — Modeled after the 
White HOUM Fellows program, Virginia will plica up to 
IS graduating seniors or degree candidate* in 
graduate schools In the governor's office as lellows. 
Fellows chosen In this competition will serve during 
June and July of 1963. Deadline tor applications Is Fed. 
1. 
Self msnaglng mill - The office of Student Act I vli lei 
will present a seminar on self-managing skills, Feb. 1 
from 3 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m. In the South Ballroom 
of the WCC The seminar will be conducted by the 
Leadership Training Institute and Is open to all JMU 
students, faculty and staff. 
The Madison Memorial Library will remain open for 
study until 12 midnight, Sunday through Thursday 
nights beginning Jan 24. The AV Microform Center 
and the circulation and reserve desk will continue to 
close at 11 p.m. 
Spring Break In AppelecMe — During spring breek, s 
team of workers sponsored by the Wesley Foundation 
will go to the Red Bird Mission In Kentucky for e week 
long service project In the poorest section of Ap- 
palachla. For more Information call 434-3490 or write to 
Wesley Foundation, Box 4253 campue mall. There will 
also be a program of the Red Bird Mission at the 
Wesley Foundation, Feb. 2 at 6:30 p.m. 
Course In Christian Ministry — The Rev. John 
Copenhsber will teach a course beginning In February 
on Christian ministry The course will Include training 
In leading Bible studies end worship experiences 
along with some practical exercises In how to reflect 
and act on social Issues. For Information call the 
Weeley Foundation at 434-3490 or write to John 
Copenhaver, Box 4253 campus mall. 
The University Writing Lab offers Individualized help to 
students working on paper* or reports, studying for 
essay exams, writing letters or applications, reviewing 
grammar or preparing to take the ORE. LSAT or GM AT 
For more Information call Mrs. Hosklns at 8401 or stop 
by Sheldon 209, Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. 
Chrysalis, ths JMU art an literary magazine Is now ac- 
cepting submissions for Its 1963 Issue. Literary sub- 
missions should be sent to Box 4112. Art works can be 
brought by Zlrcle House, Monday through Thursday 
from noon to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. The 
safety and anonymity of all works during the selection 
process Is guaranteed 
Planetarium program — "The Loneliness Factor" will 
open at the JMU Planetarium In Miller Hall. The pro- 
gram will be pressnted at 7 end 8 p.m. each Thursday 
through Feb. 17. For more Information contact the JMU 
physics department at 4334109. 
Basketball games — For all remaining games. JMU 
students will |ust have to show their 10 at the door 
when they come to the game. Entry will be on a first 
come basis 
Events 
Talent search — Recording artist Denelce WHIIams 
will |oln other top names In the entertainment Industry 
In Judging the National Final* of the All-Amerlcan Col- 
legiate Talent Search, March 26, 1963 at New Mexico 
University. Entries for the competition are being ac- 
cepted now through Feb. 11. For more Information 
writ* ACTS, Box 3ACT, New Mexico State University, 
La* Cruces, N.M. 86003, or call (505) 8484413. 
Placement center — Hershey Chocolate Company I* 
Intended In receiving resumes from December 
graduate* only who are seeking sale* postlons In the 
D.C *nd Baltlmora area. Sign up sheets will be posted 
In the CMP office Jan. 31, for one week. Bring one 
copy of the resume at the time you sign up. If you know 
any December graduate* plea** Inform them of this 
service. 
CPSP workshop*: "Qettlng Your Act Together" will 
be Feb. 1 from 7 30 to 830pm "How to Get Your Foot 
In the Door," a workshop dealing with the obstacles 
you may face In getting and Interview, will be held Jan. 
31 from 10 to 11 a.m. "Interview Preparation'- will be 
Fab. 1 from 1:48 to 2:45 p.m. "Interviewing for Teaching 
Positions" will be Feb. 2 from 11 am. to noon. 
"R*sum* Writing" will be Feb. 2 from 4 to 5 p.m. Sign 
up In advance In the CP4P office for all workahop*. 
A special program called "How to Survive on 
Foreign Soil" will be held F*b. 2 from 7 to 8 p.m. In 
room C of the WCC. 
■eptlet Student Union — Exercise clasaes will be star- 
ting for men and women. The classes will be offered 
several different time* a week Call mary at 5857 for 
more Information. 
New Psalm Singer* will be going to Chariottesvllle 
Sunday evening. Meet at the BSU houee at 4:45 p.m 
Music performance* — Student recitals with Oellte 
Ackels playing the violin and Elizabeth Dreasler play- 
ing the piano will be Jan. 27 at 6 p.m. In Anthony- 
Seeger Auditorium. 
Student recital with Stuart McLean playing the trom- 
bone will be Jan. 28 at 3 p.m. In Anthony Seeger 
Auditorium. 
Faculty recital with Sam Cross playing the double 
baa* will be Jan. 30 at 3 p.m. In Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium. 
Physic* seminar — Dr. Donald C. Well* from the Na- 
tional Radio Astronomy Observatory of Chariottesvllle 
will present a seminar called 'Astronomical Image 
Proceaalng," Jan. 31 at 4:30 p.m. In Millar Hall, room 
109. Dr. Wall* will also be giving a seminar called 
"Linked Computer System*," at 2 p.m. In Burruss 114 
Alt atlllsWse — Sawhlll Gallery, Jan. 24 to Feb. 17: 
"Reproduced Maaterpieces from the National Palace 
Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China." Thla a* 
hlbltlon contain* fin* examples of Chinee* art Or. Bill 
R. Booth, director of the Claypool-Voung Art Gallery 
and organizer of this traveling exhibition will present • 
•lid* lecture of Chinee* Art and the Neionai Palace 
Museum Jan. 24 at 7 p.m In room A100 of the Duke 
Fine Art* building Immediately following this lecture, 
there will be and opening reception In the Sawhlll 
Gallery. 
New Image Gallery, Jan. 17 to Feb. 10 "Reed 
Eatabrook, Photograph*." 
Artwork* Gallery, Jan. 24 to Feb. 3: 'Work* on Paper 
By Maria Shea and John Graves " An opening recep- 
tion for thla exhibition by undergraduate art students 
will be held Jen. 24 from 7 to 8 p m. 
The Other Gallery, Jan.24 to Feb. 3: Work* on Paper 
by B.J. Danlela. undergraduate student" An opening 
reception will be nek) Jan 24 from 7 to 8 p.m. 
Film (•riea: Eight "Shock of the New" hour long 
film* with discussions following led by JMU art faculty 
are being presented by Kappa PI Art Fraternity 9itri 
Monday night through March 14 at 7:30 p.m. m room 
A200 of the Duke Fin* Arts building. 
The JMU Experiments! Theatre presents the Steve 
Tetich comedy, Nourish The Beast. Jan. 28 St 8 p.m., 
Jan. 29 at 2 and 6 p.m. and Jan. 30 at 8 p.m. at tha 
wampier Theatre. Ticket* are S1.50 at the door. For 
more Information call 4334228 
Catholic Campus Ministry — Saturday mass Is held si 
5 p.m. In room D of the WCC. 
Sunday meaeea are held at 10:30 a.m. and noon In 
the Ballroom of the WCC. 
"Peace Making In « Nuclear Age,' * presentation by 
Bishop Walter Sullivan from the dlocee* of Richmond 
wHI be Jan. 27 at 7:30 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium In 
the basement of Moody Hall 
Women's ewlrrmtng meet will b* Jan 29 at 2 p.m. All 
swimming alumna* are Invited to * reception on the 
deck (fterwarda. 
The Cram—ussr Student Center will be sponeoring 
"Commuter Shooter Night" every Wednesday from 8 
p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Belle Meed* Lounge. Two-for-one 
price* all night long with a special shooter hour from 9 
to 10 p.m. Commutara need to (top by the CSC office 
to pick up ■ commuter I.D. 
Meetlnqe 
JMU SU Club meet* every Monday it 6 p.m. In the 
North Ballroom In the WCC. 
PM Beta Lambda Business Club - will meet Feb. 3 at 
6:30 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium In Moody Hall. 
 \ 
TffiA (mi&feQirat]) 
1] Write your ad in this space: Clip this form atad put it in an envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 words, and so on. 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by 
campus mail, or deliver it to our of- 
fice in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger-Hall. 
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Viewpoint-^ 
\     v Wasted 
Food waste at Gibbons Dining Hall has almost 
doubled in a year, and this week's D-hall Digest ex- 
plains that about $185,000 of student-bought food 
will be destroyed this year if the trend continues. 
Last year, food waste at D-hall was cut almost in 
half. It seems that much of the reduction was due 
to increased student awareness of the problem, 
part of which resulted from the Student Govern- 
ment Association's food waste surveys. Hopefully 
the latest survey will have a similar effect, but there 
may be other ways to cut waste. 
Changing the menu may be one way. SGA food 
service chairwoman Mary Beth Harrison, says 
students throw away many "popular" items 
because they may "have eyes bigger than their 
stomachs." But D-hall has taken precautions to 
keep our eyes and stomachs in cinch. A "return- 
for-seconds" policy, which permits each student 
only one entree per trip to the serving line, is still in 
effect. 
The policy was cited as a major contributor to 
food waste reduction last year. Either it has lost 
some effectiveness, or "popular foods," such as 
roast beef, spaghetti, and chicken parmesan are 
not as popular as D-Hall assumes. If that's so, 
perhaps they should be served less often. 
An in-depth food preference survey would clear 
the drain, so to speak. It may be too late to change 
the menu for this semester, but finding out what 
students want could improve the menu and save 
money next year. ,    . 
The above editorial was written by The Breeze's 
editorial editor, Greg Henderson. It Is the opinion of 
Henderson; the editor, Chris Kouba; the managing 
editor, Jill Howard; and editorial assistant, Ross 
Richardson. 
Opinions in Viewpoint and Readers' Forum are those 
of their authors and not necessarily those of the 
students, faculty or staff of James Madison University. 
By Mike Mitchell 
Nothing funny about mushroom clouds 
By GEOFF WOLFE 
Ask someone what the most important problem 
facing America is and probably you'll get one of 
three replies: unemployment (about 12 million 
Americans are out of work), inflation (we all are in 
its grasp) and the nuclear arms race. 
I opt for the third. 
The phrase, "race" explains why others con- 
sider it a problem. Some people fed we are losing 
the race, and a lot of Americans find the thought 
of losing anything unbearable, especially to a 
bunch of Communists. 
We certainly don't want to lose a nuclear war 
because that would mean everybody would be 
Communist, and we'll be damned if we're going to 
eat borscht and wear dark, scratchy clothing the 
rest of our lives. 
This type of mentality leads some to believe that 
a nuclear war is winnable. The notion that anyone 
can win a nuclear war is ludicrous. It is paramount 
to sending two cars side-by-side down a 
straightaway that ends in a brick wall. Who wins 
that race? 
Michael Harrington observed in his JMU visit 
last semester that if two men are locked in a room 
full of natural gas it doesn't matter which one has 
more matches. One light will blow the argument 
away. 
Blowing things up. That is what a nuclear war 
boils down to. A nuclear war is buildings, cars, 
homes, plants, animals and people being blown 
up. A few may also be incinerated, crushed by 
shock waves, and poisoned by acid rain. 
I think everybody gets the picture. I've read 
quite a bit attempting to make the enormity of 
nuclear war easily understood. Actually it is very 
simple. In an all-out nuclear conflict all life on 
earth could be exterminated in thirteen seconds 
To be fair, experts say that a few hearty strains 
of grass and maybe some insects would survive. 
That's good news if you plan a career with Chem- 
Lawn, Scotts or Terminex. 
The U.S. Postal Service has made me feel more 
secure. It has developed plans concerning delivery 
of mail after a nuclear holocaust. I can't wait for 
the new slogan: "Neither rain, nor sleet, nor 
gloom of radioactive fallout. . ." 
There are between 3 billion, and 4 billion people 
living on earth. The total firepower of nuclear 
weapons controlled by the- United States and the 
Soviet Union is equivalent to 3.5 tons of TNT for 
each Of those persons. 
Even the most adamant proponent of a nuclear 
arms buildup would agree that there is some degree 
of — pardon the expression — overkill involved 
here. 
There will be some who find this article unfun- 
ny, in poor taste, and maybe even offensive. They 
may feel there is nothing funny at all about a 
nuclear war — they're right. Anyone who doesn't 
perceive the escalation of nuclear arms as an im- 
mediate danger to our planet is amusing in only the 
most pathetic sense. 
A president who talks of "limited nuclear war" 
is not humorous. Nor is the saying, "every cloud 
must have a silver lining." It sure as hell doesn't 
apply to the mushroom variety. 
Don't laugh at this article. Don't laugh at world 
leaders whose public statements make us question 
their sanity. Try getting angry instead. Angry at ir- 
responsibility that encourages an arms race to ex- 
ist. Angry at the sensitivity of elected officials who 
ignore the growing call for halting the arms race. 
And angry at yourself and others who don't do 
anything to prevent the possible holocaust. 
It's up to each of us to bring a stop to the un- 
justifiable buildup in nuclear arms before it's too 
late. We're not going to have a second chance. 
Geoff Wolfe is a senior majoring in English and 
anthropology. 
V 
Raising drinking age to 21 j 
'Entire social environment' threatened 
To the etf lor: 
Chances are great that House Bill 
13 to raise Virginia's drinking age to 
21, will be passed during the current 
session of the state legislature. It is 
obvious that the this bill would af- 
fect many of us at JMU. Besides 
prohibiting those under 21 from 
drinking and eliminating job oppor- 
tunities for teenagers in 
establishments that sell alcohol, this 
bill threatens to change the entire 
social environment on college cam- 
puses like JMU. rV 
The primary argument in support 
of this bill deals with the percentage 
of alcohol-related automobile ac- 
cidents among people under 21. This 
is a valid concern, but I feel that the 
bill is off the marie. 
The state wants to decrease 
drunken driving, not punish those 
people who drink responsibly. Bill 
13 poses a legitimate danger of peo- 
ple believing that by raising the 
drinking age all drunken driving pro- 
blems will end. 
Young drivers are certainly not the 
only offenders. Although statistics 
show that alcohol-related accidents 
often involve teenagers, older drivers 
also are at fault. Besides, teenage 
drinking laws are not enforced as 
strictly as they should be, and 
teenage drunken drivers could still 
be a problem, especially with lower 
drinking ages in nearby Washington, 
D.C. and West Virginia. 
Drunken driving, not teenage 
drinking, is the issue in question, 
and it deserves to be dealt with more 
harshly. Instead of penalizing those 
r^Writer 'on the rack'-i 
Astrology 'expose,' 
Denery critiqued 
To the editor: 
Astrology is "ridiculous?" Oh, what a revela- 
tion! Thank the very heavens your "on the rack" 
column revealed this sham. Jim Denery's brilliant 
expose is undoubtedly Pulitzer material. His 
diligent investigative journalism is deserving of a 
position on the staff of The Star itself. 
It is rare in this unheroic age to find a man so 
courageous, so convicted, so committed as to voice 
his righteous indignation against that great menace 
to humanity, that great threat to our civilization — 
The Ridiculous. It moves us, it fills us with admira- 
tion and pride* that a man of such fine mettle 
moves within the confines of our own university. 
And as if blessed by Fortune herself, The Breeze 
regularly features his work. 
In the past, Denery has proudly exposed his 
paucity of intellect by describing a Wampler 
Theater production in such a provocative term as 
"weird," and stating, "I didn't understand it." 
Now, displaying the conviction of a latter day 
Copernicus, Denery has created a virtual bellows 
to fan the fires of public scorn by calling The Star 
"The National Enquirer's only real challenger to 
tastelessness." 
The authority of Denery to make such a state- 
ment is certainly beyond reproach. The National 
Enquirer should be honored to be named cham- 
pion of "tastelessness" by a man so expert on the 
matter as to have nearly redefined the word. But 
we all by now have realized that "on the rack" is 
the true Champion of Tastelessness. Surely, Jim 
Denery is too modest. 
Tim Cummings 
Clifton Hoyt 
who drink socially and safely, why 
can't the government crack down on 
those who endanger lives? Perhaps 
Virginia could begin a roadblock 
operation similar to what is being 
tried in Maryland. A better option 
would be to increase penalties for 
driving under the influence and 
strictly enforce them. 
Programs for those with alcohol 
problems should be required for all 
drunken driving offenders, before 
they cause an accident. This would 
make people aware that there is no 
excuse for using alcohol irrespon- 
sibly and that drunken driving will 
not be tolerated. This would lower 
fatality statistics for alcohol-related 
car accidents involving people of all 
ages. 
Sarah Otto 
Breeze takes 
Rather's place 
To the editor: 
I would like to commend the staff 
of The Breeze for including state, 
national and world news in recent 
issues. Obviously, very little of all 
the news we need to know can be in- 
cluded in the school paper, but it is a 
valuable addition to The Breeze for- 
mat. 
As students our schedules are very 
tight, often with little or no time to 
watch the evening news. I miss the 
evening news greatly because I come 
from a home where it's on the televi- 
sion from 5 p.m. until Dan Rather 
signs off at 7:30 p.m. 
Having to miss television news has 
greatly increased my appreciation 
for print journalism . I'll admit, I 
still fall prey to laziness and waste 
some Sunday mornings better spent 
poring over a fat, fresh, inky 
Washington Post. But the longer I'm 
at school, the more I enjoy drinking 
in all the information a good 
newspaper or news magazine has to 
offer;   ^  
Of course, it's easier to say, "I 
don't have time to watch the news. If 
something really important happens, 
I'll hear about it soon enough." But 
it's a confident feeling to be inform- 
ed. 
It's also a stupid feeling to not be 
informed. Last year Poland had 
been under martial law for three 
days before I heard about it. That's 
when I decided it was time to get in 
touch with world events. 
I thank the staff of The Breeze for 
doing their part to keep us informed. 
Missy Mayers .,   '.;~\ 
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Oil glut may lower gas prices 
The stalemate among oil-controlling na- 
tions over how to eliminate a world oil glut 
might bring lower gasoline prices by spring — 
but some industry analysts believe the cartel 
will resolve differences before a price war 
erupts. 
Problems of Organization of Petroleum Ex- 
porting Countries threaten the unity of that 
price-fixing cartel, which quadrupled the cost 
of gasoline in a few years and left millions of 
Americans Waiting .in line at the pumps. 
"But I wouldn't go out and buy a gas 
guzzler" because of recent squabbles, said 
William Randol, an oil industry analyst at 
First Boston Corp., a New York investment 
firm, said Monday. "We don't see prices col- 
lapsing." 
The  OPEC  talks,  which  took  place  in 
Geneva, Switzerland, ended Monday when 
Nigeria and other African nations refused to 
raise their petroleum prices to make Saudi 
Arabia's oil more attractive. No date was set 
for new talks. 
The oil glut has been pushing down prices 
for most of the past two years, eroding 
OPEC's influence as a price fixer. The over- 
supply of oil has been attributed to conserva- 
tion in response to sharp price increases and to 
slowed demand stemming from worldwide 
recession. 
OPEC, which controls about 35 percent of 
world oil production, summoned ministers to 
the two-day emergency meeting in Geneva, 
but adjourned Monday without agreement on 
a plan for stabilizing prices. 
— Compiled from wire reports 
U.S.-Soviet 
missile talks 
The United States hinted at 
a possible compromise, but 
the Kremlin's chief delegate to 
the medium-range nuclear 
missiles reduction talks said 
American and Soviet 
negotiators are running out of 
time for reaching an agree- 
ment. 
Soviet negotiator Yuli Kvit- 
sinsky said Tuesday, "The 
time is approaching when a 
choice will have to be made 
between an agreement on 
joint steps to reduce the level 
of nuclear confrontation, or a 
new round of the arms race." 
The talks resume in 
Geneva, Switzerland Thurs- 
day after a two-month recess 
and a stepped-up public rela- 
tions drive by the Soviets to 
influence opinion in Western 
Europe — where 572 new 
U.S. nuclear missiles are 
slated to be based. 
The Soviet delegate said the 
issue of nuclear arms in 
Europe "is becoming increas- 
-t- 
ingly urgent and acute." 
He said the offer last month 
by Soviet leader Yuri An- 
dropov "provides an oppor- 
tunity" for negotiated settle- 
ment. 
Andropov offered to reduce 
the number of Soviet 
intermediate-range nuclear 
missiles aimed at Western 
Europe to 162 if NATO scraps 
plans to deploy new U.S. 
missiles. The United States 
has rejected the plan as giving 
the Soviet , Union a nuclear 
edge. 
Mideast stalemate 
Egyptian President Hosni 
Mubarak is expected to urge 
President Reagan to put more 
pressure on Israel to withdraw 
its troops from Lebanon, but 
U.S. officials concede they 
don't know what their next 
"step should be. 
"We are stuck," a State 
Department official said 
Tuesday. 
Mubarak,  who arrived in 
Washington late Wednesday 
for a three-day-visit, was 
scheduled to meet today with 
Reagan, Secretary of State 
George Shultz and Secretary 
of Defense Caspar 
Weinberger. 
Egypt's foreign minister, 
Kama! Hassan Aly, has said 
Mubarak will (ell Reagan that 
Egypt won't return to Mideast 
peace negotiations with Israel 
unless the Israelis withdraw 
their troops from Lebanon. 
Aly said if the United Stages 
fails to arrange an Israeli 
withdrawal, it will "further 
weaken confidence in the ef- 
fectiveness of the American 
role. Israeli withdrawal from 
Lebanon is an important test 
of American policy." 
Shultz met with U.S. 
Mideast envoy Philip Habib 
Tuesday to explore ways of 
breaking what is now seen as a 
deadlock in the month-old 
withdrawal negotiations 
among Israel, Lebanon and 
the United States. 
- Compiled from wire reports 
nation 
State of the Union 
President Reagan's midterm appeal for 
a standby tax hike and a domestic spen- 
ding freeze faces trouble in Congress, even 
though Democratic leaders say they will 
accept his summons to find a bipartisan 
cure for the nation's economic ills. 
The president, in his nationally broad- 
cast State of the Union address to a joint 
House-Senate session Tuesday night, call- 
ed for holding federal spending at about 5 
percent above current levels — except for 
defense programs, which he would like to 
increase 14 percent. 
He urged a 1 percent income tax hike to 
take effect Oct. 1, 1985, if economic 
recovery fails to materialize. 
Shuttle leak 
A tiny hydrogen leak which reappeared 
during a test of the space shuttle 
Challenger Tuesday might set back the en- 
tire shuttle program, including the 
U.S.-European Skylab mission, officials 
say. 
The gas leak was found in Challenger's 
main engine compartment after a test fir- 
ing. The director of the shuttle program 
said the start of the craft's five-day 
maiden mission will be delayed at least un- 
til March; It was supposed to start service 
this month. 
Space telescope launched 
An infrared space telescope so powerful 
it can spot a speck of dust a mile away was 
launched into orbit Tuesday and should be 
operational in about two weeks, 
astronomers said. 
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite, or 
IRAS, was launched from Vandenberg 
Air Force Base in California. 
"Every indication we have shows that it 
was a good birth," said Frank Bristow, 
spokesman for the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in Pasedena, Cal. 
"Everything to do with the orbit is right 
on the money." 
If it works properly, astronomers hope 
the telescope will spot stars invisible from 
Earth and perhaps tell more about 
Halley's comet, which is due to be seen 
from Earth in three years. 
— Compiled from wire reports 
by the way state 
Bad news for zombies 
A dead-serious Del. George Beard, 
R-Culpeper, got unanimous support from 
a House committee Tuesday for the bill he 
introduced. 
His bill would bar people from bringing 
dead bodies into a place where food or 
beverages are served in Virginia. 
Cool hand Quy 
A 25-year-old man who said a parking 
meter cheated him was charged with van- 
dalism after he yanked out the meter, pole 
and all, to use as evidence. 
Guy Stuart Wedthohl was released 
Monday on $200 bond. 
Police spokeswoman Ann Peterson said 
the man was angry because the meter took 
bis dime 
"He was even madder after they charg- 
ed him," she said.       ,, 
Day for a King 
An unpredictable House of 
Delegates committee may 
hold the key to whether 
Virginia trades Election Day 
for Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. Day as a state holiday. 
A bill establishing Jan. 15 
as a holiday to honor the slain 
black civil rights leader sailed 
through the Senate Monday 
26-11. 
An identical bill passed the 
Senate easily a year ago but 
was killed by the House 
General Laws Committee 
10-6. 
VWith membership changed 
somewhat by lasl November's 
House election, that commit- 
1
 tee reveals no clue as to how 
the King holiday will fare 
before it this year, but enough 
opposition seems to exist to 
assure that any margin of vic- 
tory will be small. 
Man of the year 
Quarterback Joe 
Theismann will carry an extra 
title when he leads the 
Washington Redskins against 
the Miami Dolphins Sunday 
in the Super Bowl. 
The former Notre Dame 
star was named Monday as 
the Man of the Year in 1982 in 
the National Football League. 
The award, administered by 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame 
in Canton, Ohio, and spon- 
sored by Miller High Life 
Beer, is determined on the; 
basis of a player's contribu- 
tions to the community as well 
as for his playing excellence. 
Bottle bill killed 
After the Senate killed his 
bill, Sen. Madison Mayre, 
D-Montgomery, said, "I'll 
probably never introduce it 
again." 
The bill would have re- 
quired bottles and cans to be 
returnable for a 10-cent re- 
fund. The Senate defeated it 
12-24 Monday. 
